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Substitution

Replacement of a chemical to deliver a similar function:

1. similar chemistry delivers similar function;

2. different chemistry delivers a similar function; 

3. different design to deliver a similar function. 
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What are we looking for?

• Technical function and potential applications of 
(similar) chemicals

• To find substitution candidates and avoid regrettable 
substitution

• Hazard information of (similar) chemicals

• To avoid regrettable substitution

• To find candidates for substitution?
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What do we have?

(i) data collected via the REACH registration and 
CLP notification processes 

(ii) data that has been generated and collected 
through the REACH and CLP processes

(iii) tools on the basis of that information



REACH Registration and CLP notification

• Responsibility for the management of the risks of substances 
lies with industry:

• Understanding of hazard properties

• Understanding of uses throughout the supply chain 

• Ability to carry out a safety assessment and communicate the outcome 

• In registration dossier (IUCLID and CSR)

• Throughout the supply chain(eSDS)

• Registration provisions require industry to collect and generate 
data (where needed):  

• Depending on the tonnage a minimum set of data requirements is defined 
by the REACH annexes

• Appropriate risk management measures should be developed by industry 
and communicated to users down the supply chain; 



Registration and Dissemination

• To ensure that industry meet these obligations in a transparent 
manner, industry is required to submit a dossier containing all 
this information to the Agency; 

• All dossiers are checked for completeness, but not all are 
checked for compliance. Registration is not an approval 
process; 

• ECHA has reported several times on the lacking quality in the dossiers

• Most of the information in the dossier is published on ECHA’s 
website



Potential use for substitution?

• A wealth of information, but effort is needed to make use 
(sense) out of it:

• Compliance issues on hazard information

• Quality issues on reporting of use information

• Quite often ‘over-reporting’ 

• Technical function is not disseminated, but to what extent would this information be helpful?

• Generic use information is available (and searchable), but is 
this sufficient to inform substitution analysis? 

• Hazard information is available (and searchable) in terms of 
studies and classification and labelling

• How reliable are the classifications? 

• How reliable are the non-classifications?
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Candidate List

Annex XIV

Annex XVII

Annex VI
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List

Public 
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for:
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* Restriction 
* CLH

Registry of 
intentions 
(RoI):

* SVHC id.
* Restriction
* CLH

Ongoing RRM processes

Industry/Third parties: to prepare for public 
consultations

‘REACH/CLP process data’: what is publicly available?

Work preceeding regulatory risk 
management (RRM) processes

Industry to:
• ensure that registration and 

other REACH/CLP dossiers 
are up-to-date

• plan their business approach
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REACH and CLP ‘process’ data

• Transparency of substances under (potential) scrutiny is 
important, e.g. predictability for industry

• Example: https://echa.europa.eu/addressing-chemicals-of-
concern/substances-of-potential-concern/pact  

-> Substances to avoid?

• Outcome of regulatory work, e.g.

• Annex VI Classification and labelling

• Restrictions

-> Substances to avoid

• Information generated submitted during these processes:

• Applications for authorisation: specific use information available



Dissemination in practice

• ECHA’s dissemination vision is focussed on providing an 
integrated view of substance information in a hierarchy:

1. Info card 

2. Brief Profile 

3. Source data

Further integration of more information is ongoing



Tools

ECHA makes the available data and information available:

• For searching and viewing

- on the website 

• For screening and integration in systems and tools:

- via ‘web-services’ pilot phase for regulatory information on-
going

- a download file for the hazard data



Similarity and grouping
Similarity (hazard and uses) can help in avoiding regrettable 
substitution 

ECHA and MS start to use grouping more and more integrated 
into the Regulatory processes, starting with the screening and 
prioritisation work 

ECHA has been supporting the development of the OECD QSAR 
Toolbox: a toolbox to predict toxicity, including grouping and 
similarity functionalities. One of the prime uses by industry is the 
analysis of new potential products. All the relevant REACH study 
information is integrated. 

Preventive dialogue with PPORD notifiers, in case there are
indications of regrettable substitution



Summary

ECHA makes all information available on is website that can help 
with avoiding regrettable substitution. Information is made 
available also for screening and integration in systems and tools

For technical use information, the right level source information 
seems not be available

- Application for Authorisation as exception?

Hazard information is available, but there are different levels of 
robustness of the information, which needs interpretation

To avoid regrettable substitution, the OECD QSAR Toolbox is a 
powerful tool that has REACH data integrated



Thank you!

mike.RASENBERG@echa.europa.eu


